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Culture creative exhibition company in the main business covers the creative planning,
space design, graphic design, multimedia design, the effect of creative, art creation and
implementation of many parts, its complexity is more than ordinary decoration design and
construction, involving more rich, complex categories. In the face of increasingly fierce
competition and the complicated external and internal environment, is bound to face the threat
of cost growth, profit down.
The scale of H company continued to grow after more than ten years development,its
main business income achieved a historic breakthrough in 2011, but the company margins
was 4.93% only in 2013. In this case, the decision-makers found that in addition to the price
of raw materials and labor costs rise inevitably , the company had a lot of non smooth
operating process, therefore, the decision-makers tried to start business process and
organization structure redesign to form and maintain competitive advantage.
Firstly, this thesis discussed and analyzed the business process improvement theory(BPI
theory) , including the principles, time,mode,procedure , and the relations between company
strategy, organization, processes,secondly, the tool of Potter's value chain analysis mode was
used to found the core business processes and existed open questions of business processes in
H company, thirdly, the processes management organization were found , the new core
business processes according to the rules and methods of business processes improvement
were redesigned, used, adjusted in H company, and lastly, compared the different operation
results and effects, through the above, the BPI theory was proved to be effective for H
company, the rate of profits of H company can be enhanced, the waste of links can be
eliminated, the non value-added link can be reduced, the level of corporate governance can be
improved. And the writer hope to supply some constructive references for those similar
companies who intend to use the BPI theory in their companies.
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